
The IP Out Rooftop Bar Social on Gather 
Thursday 25 March  

You must be using a computer to use Gather Town (you cannot access via a smartphone or 
tablet). 


Please use Chrome internet browser for the best experience (please note Safari is not supported).


Access the Rooftop Bar by following this link: https://gather.town/i/xALJpyTB  



Creating your account and Setup 
Signing in can be done using a Google account, or by having a 
“magic link” sent to your email.


Once logged in you will be asked to enter your name and create your 
Character - there are limited options for customising at this point - but 
don’t let that worry you too much!


You will need to allow the browser to access your microphone and 
webcam 


There is also a very brief tutorial to go through to help you understand 
the basics.


When you enter the Rooftop Bar, you will see your name above your 
avatar, which you can now move around the space.





Moving around 
Use the Arrow keys, or the WASD keys on your keyboard.


Interacting with people 
If you are in open space, then your microphone and video will automatically start sharing if you 
move within close proximity of another attendee’s avatar - just like walking up to someone in real 
life! 


As you walk away from them, your video and audio connection with them will drop off.


https://gather.town/i/xALJpyTB


Private Spaces 
There are a number of Private Spaces of differing sizes around the Rooftop Bar. These Private 
Spaces are shown as tables. 


Walk up to one of the various tables with chairs and you will enter that "private space”. In these 
areas you can chat with other participants sitting in the space.


On the stage area to the right hand side, there are four private tables for only two people in case 
you wish to have a one-on-one conversation with someone.


If you wish to locate a specific individual, you can search for them in the search bar under the 
Participants tab on the left had side of the screen. You can even find a route to the location of the 
person you are looking for if you need to!


Interacting with objects 
To interact with an object, just walk close to the object and press ‘x’.


To keep things simple, we haven’t put too many objects in our rooftop bar, but you may want to 
read a signpost, or join the poker table!


Ghost mode 
If you find yourself trapped in a crowd of people, and cannot move past them, hold down ‘g’ to 
turn yourself into a ghost so you can walk through them and out of the area.


Dance 
Show off your funky moves by pressing ‘z’.
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